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Architectural photographer Tae-ho Jeong graduated from Seoul Art
College (Department of Photography) is acting as an expert
photographer in the field of architecture and interior design. He
represents Space Studio, is a regular member of KAPA (Korea
Advertising Photographer Association), and works as the head of the
photography department at the Interior Design Monthly. He held
private exhibitions including Black and White Exhibition hosted by
Yeon Art Gallery and Photo exhibition of Korea Interior Design
hosted by Gwanhwoon Art Museum. He hosted a book publication
ceremony <Light of Enlightenment - Vairocanna Buddha> and
photo exhibition at Gallery LaMer, and held a private exhibition
through the invite from Gyeongju World Culture Expo. As an active
member of a diverse number of group exhibitions including the
KAPA member exhibition and International Advertising Photo
Exchange, he is remaining active in his work in related fields.

Exhibitions
1986

“Monochrome Photos” Yon Gallery, Korea

2001

“Annual International Advertising Photography”, Korea (Annually since 2001)

2007

“The Korean Interior Designs” Kwanhoon Gallery, Korea

2017

“Light of Enlightenment, Vairocana Buddha”, LaMer Gallery, Korea

2018

“Light of Enlightenment, Vairocana Buddha”, Gyeong-ju Expo, Korea

Greetings from the Artist
It was a big challenge and pleasure to seek out an untaken track. It is my honor
to hold an exhibition before the important people who foretold me about the values of
the challenge. It was a great pity that there was no guidebook on Buddhist images on
the level of the whole country despite the fact that Buddhism had left numerous
cultural heritages for us for 1700 years since the religion was introduced to this land.
But at last, it has materialized. I devoted myself to showing Buddha images “as they
are” with untainted documentary photography rather than through the approach of an
architectural photographer. Lastly, I would like to give big meaning to the fact that the
photos collected in the book were surveyed and taken by myself without external
assistance.
I would like to invite you to the photography exhibition at the Hong Kong Art
Fair. It would be a great pleasure to see you at the event. I would like to also express
my sincere gratitude towards Beopsungsa Temple in Mt. Yeongchook, who sponsored
this exhibition, as well as many people who supported me throughout the project.

Thank you
Photographer Tae-Ho Jeong

M +852 9344 2451
T +82 2 2254 2324
info@spacephotostudio.com
blog.naver.com/sksky3717

SELECTED ARTWORKS

SURROUNDED BY MOUNTAINS AN WINDS...
Working on this photo required the most effort during the project. The brave Buddha figure, seemingly
looking down at the world in an imposing position at the ending point of a low hillside in the small
village of Jeongeup ‘Huji-ri’, made me also stand at that very spot and gaze down for an elongated
period. The figure was not well-preserved and was also missing its head piece, but a large inverted
triangular stone placed in the heads place fitted well and the resulting imagery pleasantly seemed to
contain the sentiments of the village. Could Buddhism have been a symbol for us during unknown difficult times? I used this photo as the main image in both of my private exhibitions.

SELECTED ARTWORKS

A SMILE FROM THE HEAVEN
I cannot forget the moment I first saw the statue. The second it revealed itself from the dark museum
storage (after requesting a viewing with much difficulty), I saw a treasured heavenly face, shining an
endless smile upon me. I was lost for words for its dignified form did not succumb to flames hot enough
to burn the body. The slightly imbalanced face allows mankind to realize ‘something’ deep inside their
heart.
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LIGHT BUILT ON A GREAT ROCK
When an event is held at a Buddhist temple, a flag called the ‘Tang’ is installed at the entrance of the
temple. The pole where the flag is hung is called the ‘Tanggan’, and the two stone pillars on either
side of the Tanggan’s to support the Tanggan is called the ‘Tanggan Jiju’. The Tanggan Jiju is set-up in
front of the temple and is used to mark the sacred area. The biggest Tanggan Jiju in South Korea, At
Gulsansa Temple, was built using one giant stone, and showcases the simple yet breathtaking beauty
of sculptures. Built during the Unified Silla period, the 5.4 meter granite pillars vibrate with the power
and wisdom of the Silla people. The sky was clearing after the evening rain.

SELECTED ARTWORKS

THE HEAVEN’S AND EARTH ARE ONE
The ‘Ji-kwon-in’ is a handshape which implies ‘reason and wisdom, all creatures and Buddha, and delusions and enlightenment are one by origin’. Thus, posing the Ji-kwon-in means ‘sound wisdom and
rapid enlightenment can be attained through a devout disposition’. The basic form of the Ji-kwon-in
holds the two hands in front of one’s chest, holds the left-hand’s forefinger up, and wraps it with the
right-hand so the tip of the left-hand forefinger and bottom of the right-hand thumb touches each
other.
Granite may be well-known for its hardness but seems like it also cannot withstand the weight of time.
This photo reflects my intention to focus on becoming one with Buddha and gaining inner peace and
rest through the help of the flower blossoms on Buddha’s body.

SELECTED ARTWORKS

ORIGIN OF THE ROYAL FAMILY / CLEAR SOUNDS OF A BELL
This gilt-bronze statue, originally made to pray for the welfare of the royal family during the difficult
times of the Joseon Dynasty, is one of the recently recovered Buddha images, once enshrined inside a
five-story octangular stone pagoda.
The Soojongsa Temple, founded during the Silla Dynasty, is named after the bell-like sounds made
when spring water drops to the ground from cracks in stones. It is famous for its clear energy flow,
which is produced as it is located between the crossover points of the North Han and South Han Rivers,
both essential rivers for the capital of South Korea, Seoul.
This piece makes us think back about the true meaning of the Buddha through its naive appearance.
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GRACEFUL FIGURE SETTLED ON A LOTUS FLOWER
With the face slightly tilted to the inside and overall form sitting straight, this Buddha form has a small
face compared to the body and as the width of the two legs are wide a stable body ratio is maintained.
The shoulder and leg widths also have little difference and as the two arms are closely located to the
body, the waist is neglected to reveal a near square-shaped form. The ‘Yook-gye’ (the six elements)
above the head is small and unclear, the ‘Nabal’ (Buddha’s hair) also small but finely made, and the
slender face is of appropriate size with clear ears, eyes, mouth, and nose. A faint smile remains by the
lips and the monks dress of insight covering both angled shoulders are slung over both arms and fall
below the crossed legs. The graceful figure, seated on an octagonal lotus flower pedestal, seems to be
brimming with dignity and mercy.
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MASTERPIECE OF A CENTURY
The voluminous body wears the monks dress of insight over both shoulders with the collar folded several times over the shoulders for a closer fit, dropping over both arms to cover the legs. The dress folds
are expressed briefly near the forearm, wrists, and ankles, while the sitting position, in the ‘gil-sang-jwa’
position (crossed legs, where the right leg is positioned over the left) shows well-voluminous legs. The
clear volume from carving rocks and the proud posture shows the character and deliverance of the Silla
people, all from a background of endless mercy. Through repetitive work, I discovered life-like forms of
the backside of the great Buddha and many times, overjoyed, felt the strong urge to touch the figure.

